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Special thanks to the esteemed authors, editors, illustrators, artists, and publishers of the following books, journals, articles, and online sites for contributing materials and allowing visitors of VIKTOR’s NOTES(SM) web site to be able to extract the relevant information pertaining to the management of their patients.

1. U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) official news >>
2. Medscape Neurology from WebMD >>
3. Aetna IntelliHealth >>
4. Drugs.com - Drug Information Online >>
5. eMedicine – The Continually Updated Clinical Reference: >>
   1) Alcoholism (Author: Warren Thompson; Last Updated: Jun 6, 2007)
   2) Anorexia Nervosa (Author: Robert Levey; Last Updated: Apr 17, 2006)
   3) Anxiety Disorders (Author: William R Yates; Last Updated: Aug 23, 2007)
   4) Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (Author: Susan Louisa Montouk; Last Updated: December 18, 2006)
   5) Autistic Spectrum Disorders (Author: Robert J Hilt; Last Updated: Apr 25, 2006)
   6) Bipolar Affective Disorder (Author: Stephen Soreff; Last Updated: Jul 17, 2007)
   7) Delusional Disorder (Author: Irene Guryanova; Last Updated: Jun 15, 2006)
   8) Depression (Author: Ravinder N Bhalla; Last Updated: October 30, 2006)
   9) Mental Retardation (Author: C Simon Sebastian; Last Updated: April 4, 2006)
  10) Nicotine Addiction (Author: Sat Sharma; Last Updated: Apr 13, 2006)
  11) Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (Author: William M Greenberg; Last Updated: Aug 29, 2007)
  12) Panic Disorder (Author: Colin Y Daniels; Last Updated: Apr 13, 2006)
  13) Personality Disorders (Author: David Bienveni; Last Updated: Nov 13, 2006)
  14) Phobic Disorders (Author: Ronald C Albucher; Last Updated: March 13, 2005)
  15) Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (Author: T Allen Gore; Last Updated: Dec 18, 2006)
  16) Schizophrenia (Author: Frances R Frankenburger; Last Updated: July 25, 2007)
  17) Tourette Syndrome (Author: Emad Soliman; Last Updated: August 5, 2005)
  18) Wernicke-Korsakoff Syndrome (Author: Alan DeAngelo; Last Updated: September 1, 2005)

6. NMS (National Medical Series for Independent Study):

